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In the Polish gentry Commonwealth Jews did not serve in the army. Yet in an
emergency, at times of historical crisis they were called upon to fulfill various duties
towards the army. During the wars against Russia, the Tatars, Sweden, or Turkey in
the seventeenth century Jews were obliged to supply levies, took part in the defense of
besieged towns, in building their fortifications, purveyed armaments, and rendered
other services for the military.1 During the insurrection led by Kościuszko many Jews
were happy to volunteer to his army, bravely fought in the bloody battles of Warsaw, and
in April 1794 the famous Berek Joselewicz regiment was set up. Most of its soldiers
were killed in the battle of Praga. Jews joined also the legions organized by Polish
emigrants abroad.
In the Duchy of Warsaw military service was compulsory for Jews, until their rights
were suspended.2
The tendency to exclude Jews from fulfilling this citizen’s duty continued in the
Polish Kingdom with the denial of their civil and political rights. The decree of October 5
(17), 1816, introduced compulsory military service of ten years for all men from twenty to
thirty-year-old. The conscription regulations applied also to the Jewish population. Personal
military service of Jewish men was favored by Tsar Alexander I and corresponded with the
rules set up by the governor Novosiltsov in his project of the general status of Jews in the
Polish Kingdom. A secretary of state advised the government of the emperor’s opinion. The
matter was debated at a meeting of the Administrative Council on December 10, 1816,
when the ministers of justice and of the treasury requested that an ordinance be issued
prohibiting Jews to seek exemption from the military service.3 At the very meeting the
governor suggested for the first time to resume the practice of the Duchy of Warsaw and
let Jews buy themselves out of the military service. Shortly the Council of State of the
Kingdom passed a project of collateral regulations concerning the conscription of Jews,
approved by the Administrative Council on December 21, 1816. The tsar accepted this
solution and by the decree of December 26, 1816 (January 7, 1817) defined the details of
Jewish military service. Art. 3 of the decree provided for an option, in case of Jews, to buy
oneself out of the military service.4
With the groups of more assimilated and better-off Jews striving to obtain full civil
rights, a few years before the November 1830 uprising, the question of Jewish military
service was raised again by the Committee for Jewish Affairs and its Advisory Chamber.
The members of the latter body argued that people were motivated to serve in the army by
either of the two: the love of their homeland or the love of glory. If Jews seemed reluctant to
join the army, it was mainly due to the fact that the regime would not grant them equal
political nor even civil rights, imposing instead special Jewish taxes and curbing their
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settlement. Such factors could not but diminish their love for the country, as if trying “to keep
them in this mistaken belief that Poland is their step-mother, not a real one.”5
The Committee for Jewish Affairs requested that young Jewish men be drafted into
the army, regarding active military service an important factor in the process of Jewish
emancipation. With regard to the committee’s remarks the Administrative Council in the
resolution of May 29 1827 passed some prerogatives for Jewish veterans of the Polish
army. The proposition to have Jews drafted into regular military service was, however,
turned down, significantly at the time when Jewish military service was initiated in Russia
proper, not to mention European countries, where it had been in force for many years.6
What was the situation in this respect in other parts of Polish lands under foreign
rule? In Austria, including Galicia, the law on compulsory military service applying to
Jews was passed in 1788. Emperor Leopold II did in fact issue (in August 1790) a decree
substituting personal service for a tax imposed on Jews, but not later than in 1804, due to
the conflicts with France, Jewish military service was restored. During the Napoleonic
wars several thousand Jewish soldiers, who could be even promoted to officer’s ranks, served
in the Galician army.7 The situation in Prussia and in some German states was similar.
Regular military service of Jews started in the 1813-15 war.
Let us come back to the situation in the Polish Kingdom and the stance the
National Government and the Seym during the 1830 uprising.
At the meeting of the Seym on May 26, 1831 with 65 delegates and deputies
present 8, a proposal of the law on the conscription tax for Jews was discussed.
The proposal, submitted by the National Government, was first consulted at
parliamentary committees. The Government insisted that no Seym bodies had
been involved in the first agreement with the Jewish people on the possibility of
buying oneself out of the personal military service concluded in 1817. Another
point in the government’s claim was the inadequacy of the amount of the tax as
compared to the present situation with the mass of the armed forces during the
uprising exceeding the 1817 army by four times.
The sessio n was presided by t he Spea k er W lad ysla w Ostrowski 9,
who a sk ed t he S ecretar y Ksa w er y Czar no ck i 10 t o prese nt
t he
pro posa l:
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Art. 1. The agreement with the Jewish people concerning the
exemption from personal military service as concluded on January 611,
1817, together with the decision of the King’s governor of December 6 the
same year, concerning the amount of conscription tax collected from the
Jewish inhabitants of Warsaw, are hereby repealed.
Art. 2. The Jewish people in the Polish Kingdom is to be exempt from
personal military service throughout the year 1831.
Art. 3. In place of the personal military service the aforesaid people are to
pay for the year 1831 compensatory tax equivalent to four early amounts of
conscription tax collected formerly.
Art. 4. The collection of the tax, unless a regular military service
discharges the volunteer with his wife and children, will proceed as
beforehand.
Art. 5. The enactment of the present resolution rests with the National
Government.12
The government speaker for the proposal was Alojzy Biernacki, the minister of revenue
and treasury. Putting his case the minister explained, that any citizen born in the Polish land,
regardless of his religion, should be obliged to fulfill his duty to serve in the national
armed forces. Nevertheless, as it had been previously asserted, Biernacki argued, “in
view of the way of life, rites, and customs that the Israelites pursue in their home and
public life, drafting the youth of this faith to the regular army would not benefit the
national defense cause”.13. Biernacki censured the 1817 agreement arguing for the
change of rules. 14 With reference to article 91 of the national constitution, he
emphasized unconstitutional character of the agreement, which had been concluded
without parliamentary procedures. The National Government was of the opinion, to
quote Biernacki, “that at present, when the armed force has been enlarged four
times, the previous amount of ransom of such a sacred duty cannot be maintained.
Hence, proportionately to the enlarged and expecting further enlargement of the number of
the military, it transpires, that the former conscription tax multiplied four times is quite
a moderate equivalent of the regarding obligation which the Jewish people should
fulfill.”15
The Minister divulged that during the discussions, which were held in the
parliamentary committees prior to the general debate, the voices were heard that “it
would be a rightful thing to let the Jewish people freedom of choice: whether they report
into the army in person or otherwise pay the conscription tax”. Biernacki disagreed,
contesting the assumption that Jews, reluctant to join the army in the time of peace,
would be willing to do it during the war. Still, he admitted that drafting the Jews would
be a major step towards their citizenship and emancipation, but in his opinion the timing
for such a radical reform was bad. “It has to be put aside, together with other improvements
to be implemented by the National Government at some more favorable moment.”
According to Biernacki, it was necessary to maintain the previous way of collecting
the tax, for two reasons: the valid regulations prevented any deficit and introduced
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collective responsibility for the entire sum, thus guaranteed the public revenue;
whereas implementation of any new rules of the collection would be time consuming
and would require new methods, thwarting the entire plan to replenish the state funds
shortly. The synagogal boards were trusted with the distribution of the tax, since they
were best informed as to the assets of individual Jews and their income. The minister
Biernacki concluded with an appeal to pass the new law.16
The next to speak on behalf of the National Government was the minister of war,
General Franciszek Morawski, who also argued that the Jews should be exempt from
personal military service in 1831. While extolling the courage and valor of the Polish
soldier, Morawski did not hold Jews in such high esteem: “The people of Israel were once
famous for their bravery, as we know from their ancient history, but in our country it were
only some individuals who distinguished themselves in battle. With due respect we recall
the name of the gallant Berek, but it is his individual virtue; we have never seen this
people massively interested in the common cause”. Morawski observed, however,
that there were, but a very few, Jews demonstrating national commitment. “I do not
intend to belabor whether they are to blame, or it is us who failed to Polonize them; the
fact remains; the squad they have offered to set up is a sufficient proof. Several
months have passed and hardly a dozen volunteers have signed up, and the
government has to press upon them to contribute the necessary funds”. The speaker
continued to consider the possibility to use Jews in auxiliary service such as armaments’
and supplies transport. In his opinion this kind of service was most easily affected by
insubordination. He even referred to some cases of treason by Jews “bought out by
Russian rubles”. He concluded with the following remark: “A national army should be
enthused with one feeling, one spirit, and, if possible, be of one faith.”17
An interesting debate followed the speeches of the government officials. The
addresses of the deputies indicated the common dissatisfaction with the fact that Jews
were to be treated differently than the entire population. On the other hand equally
common was the conviction that the timing was not good to introduce a fundamental
reform and draft untrained Jewish soldiers into the army. Eighteen deputies and
delegates spoke up on that day: W.Chodecki 18, F. Chometowski19, J.
Klimontowicz20, D. Krysinski21 (3), J. Ledochowski22, L. Lempicki23, A.
Luszczewski24, G. Małachowski25, A. Mazurkiewicz26, K. Morozewicz27 (3), A.
Rembowski28, T. Slaski29, K. Świdziński 30 (4), J. Świrski31, I. Węzyk32 (2), F.
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Wolowski33, W. Zwierkowski34 (2) and Antoni Gliszczyński, the minister of homeland
security.
The proposal was sharply criticized by Świdziński. In his view military service
was the highest sacrifice that the society could claim from its members. No one
should have the right to be excused from such a duty. Świdziński had an idea that a
would-be recruit could suggest a replacement. “Shall we let the blood of our farmers,
craftsmen, and citizens be spilt for nickels?” – he called dramatically. “The principle
of this law is barbaric, inhuman, unworthy of our age.” The government should look for
sources of funds, especially as the amount collected, in twelve monthly rates, would not
be of much use for the Treasury. Świdziński criticized also the idea of entrusting the
distribution of the tax to synagogal boards, whom he suspected of partiality and
favoring wealthier families to the detriment of the most destitute. Concluding he
motioned to vote down the proposal and draw up a better one.35
Swirski did not share his opinion, underscoring that Jews were in fact removed
from “citizen’s rights”. Still, he continued, both in moral and in practical terms
their worth in the army would be none. Therefore, the proposal should be
endorsed in order to contribute to the patriotic cause at least financially. 36
Węzyk agreed with Świdziński in that no money should exempt a man from the
military service, but was persuaded to back up the proposal by the minister of war, “as in
our present war to liberate Poland only Poles themselves, freedom inspired, can fight”.
Yet Węzyk proposed to grant civil rights to the Israelites and make them capable of
military service in some future peaceful times. “Nowadays it is hardly conceivable “,
he concluded.37
Zwierkowski pointed out that the law would be valid for just a year and was an
emergency. He contested Świdziński’s suggestion, asking, where would the Jews find
their replacements, “when everybody is already out in the field spilling his blood for
his homeland?” His major point for accepting the law was the need to have brave men
in the army and not the cowards. Zwierkowski explained the stand of parliamentary
committees, who must have taken into consideration the need to prepare new
conscription registers in case a new law allowing for Jewish military service was passed.
Such a move would considerably postpone the entire conscription.
Quite an opposite view was voiced by Łempicki. He believed that Jewish
disinclination to join the national cause was not without grounds, because “we did
nothing to commit them to this nationality, while putting them off socially”. “One
eighth of our population consists of them”, he pleaded. “It is the right thing to
treat them as fellow citizens. They are no less capable of military state than others;
let us not be prejudiced by their trepidation; we can see individually as they can defend
themselves and attack, if need be.”38
Morozewicz tried to recapitulate the debate. There was a majority on some points;
some of the previous regulations, as he listed them, should be changed. He also pointed to
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the difference of opinions on the procedures to be taken. Thus, two motions were put
forward. One to the effect that Jewish contribution should be partly in men from the
lower class, and partly in money collected from the affluent ones for replacements; the
other, to confine the contribution to money matters. Morozewicz opposed the idea of
drafting Jews to the army, since, in his words, “I am persuaded by the life-long
practical experience that such help would be no good, or, in fact, even harmful”.
Collecting money was justified in Morozewicz’s eyes, but he objected to the former
method, which he considered unjust.39
Świdziński spoke up again: “Our national representation should be repelled by this
sum, which we shall get from the Jews in return for the blood of our brethren.” In case the
law was passed, he proposed to set up a fund with the money collected, to sustain
volunteers after the war. Having, however, in mind the lamentable condition of the
state treasury and the urgent need to restock it, the deputy postulated a lump sum be
paid to the benefit of the cause. His concluding words were: “Some claim that this
class will not share the spirit that inspires the army, because it is deprived of any rights.
But the same can be said of our peasants, who have no more rights than Jews and are
similarly oppressed, and yet fight and sacrifice their blood for their country.” 40
Wołowski called that “first it is our sovereignty that we have to win, and then
think of internal amendments”. The amendments should undeniably include the
improvement of the condition of Jews; “It is no time to test nor to use the people, who
have some reason to be disheartened, to stand for the most precious freedoms.” He
motioned for an amendment of article 4, to the effect that the state administration
should distribute the tax duties, while the kahals acted as advisory bodies.41
In reply to Świdziński, Jan Ledóchowski observed that money should not be found
repellent, when the treasury was empty. “Whatever the source of the funds, provided the
are lawful, let them replenish the reserves”. The proposed law was, in his view, needed
and appropriate. Ledochowski endorsed the preceding speaker, Wołowski, in that the
collection of the tax should be entrusted to the state administration and not to the
kahals. 42
Chometowski did not see any chance to introduce personal military service for Jews,
considering their total lack of training. Collecting a tax seemed the only possible
equivalent, provided that “the distribution of obligations should not proceed along the
former lines, since we have learnt from the experience how unfair the distribution used
to be with the heaviest burden resting on the poorest class, while the wealthy ones
managed to relieve themselves.”43
Chatelaine Głiszczyński, the minister of homeland security, reflected that the
propositions put forward during the debate referred to the rules discussed by
parliamentary committees since the establishment of the Polish Kingdom and its Seym.
In the present situation, Głiszczyński argued, these rules could not be applied. He saw
the proposed law as a must, while the Seym should make use of these suggestions in
the future. As for the faults found in the proposal, he addressed the major indictment,
in his opinion, concerning the oppression of the poorest by the kahals. The minister
refuted it on the grounds that the kahals had been abolished and replaced by the
synagogal boards, who were then responsible for the distribution of taxes.
Głiszczyński gave a detailed account of the distribution system, which involved five social
39
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classes; each of them was taxed according to the income. The lowest class, consisting of
beggars or crippled persons, was exempt from the tax altogether. The state
administration supervised the distribution of the dues, first in district committees,
then at the level of voivodships (provinces). Complaints were investigated there.
Finally, the minister declared the tax could be paid in installments to make the
collection easier, and hoped that a major criticism of the proposal was proven false by
his explanations. 44
Yet, the very next speaker, Gustaw Małachowski, reiterated the criticism of unjust
fiscal distribution, and repeated the proposal should be rejected.45 Klimontowicz advised
that “if we cannot draft to personal service, then let us impose the tax without
oppressing the poor; let the rich pay it, while the poor could join the army, provided
they get civil rights for good conduct. Whoever lives in this land is obliged to defend
it, the wealthy in particular.”46
Chodecki was even more radical in his criticism of the proposal. He maintained
that “It is out of place at the legislative bodies to impose conscription tax on every
Jew without exception, when there are many unfit for the army”. Upon hearing the
voice of the minister of war, who maintained that Jews would not be useful in the
army, Chodecki proposed a new rule to base the law upon. The idea was to demand
that they contribute an eighth part of the war costs, since they were one eighth of the
entire society.47
The debate over the contents was followed by arguments concerning
parliamentary procedures. The foremost question was whether to vote the entire law
the same day, or to send the proposal back to the committees and demand that new
rules of tax collection be drawn up. Most of the deputies was for sending the
proposal back to the committees. The latter responded very promptly, because in just
two days, on May 28, 1831, the corrected motion was brought up at plenary session
again.48
The minister of revenue and treasury reported that the parliamentary committees, upon
considering the amount to be collected and the collection regulations, agreed to add just one
amendment to article 3:
“In place of the personal military service the aforesaid people are to pay for
the year 1831 compensatory tax equivalent to four yearly amounts of conscription
tax collected formerly. Moreover, imbursement of this tax shall not relieve the
Jews from contributing, along with other classes, to the eight regiments that are to be set up
by the precept of the law passed by the Seym on May 20, 1831.”
The minister explained the decision of the committee: “The difference between a
peacetime conscription and a wartime conscription is so great that the conscription tax
should amount to 24 millions. Such an increase, though justified, will be impossible to
enact, since the resources of the Jewish people would not suffice to pay it. It thus seemed
right to increase the tax five times, namely multiply the tax amount by four and
include the contribution to eight new infantry regiments”. As to the rules of the tax
collection the committees the committees were convinced that the distribution suggested
by the Israelites was reasonable and efficiently supervised by the government.49
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The debate started with the same deputies speaking up and the same dominating:
Świdziński, Zwierkowski, Śląski, Świrski, Mazurkiewicz and Węzyk.
Świdziński objected to the fact that the proposal was revised by the fiscal
committee, despite being sent to the joint committees. “The fiscal committee on its
own accepted the proposal in the same spirit as before and against the
parliamentary majority.” Hence, he concluded, the proposal should not be debated
on that day.50
Upon the account of Węzyk, who stated that the meeting of the committee on the
previous day was attended by the delegates of all committees (“There were fifteen of us,
including the senate commissars; we were in the right to discuss”), the committees
decided that the rules of tax collection could not be changed, because two rates
had already been collected (an ordinary one of 700,000, and another, the same,
as decreed by the Dictator). The deputies wanted to comply with the demands of the
parliamentary majority and increased the amount with an annual rate to contribute to
the uniforms of new regiments. Thus Israelites were to contribute over 3,500,000.
as regards the distribution of the tax the members of the committee were persuaded
that it was not arbitrary, and synagogal boards were best informed on the material
status of any Israelite. 51
After these explanatory remarks, the main opponent of the proposal spoke
up again. Świdziński said that instead of re-working the entire document, the
committees just added a minor note. Thus the directive of the Chamber was not
carried out. In view of the fact he suggested a new principle. The previous
system of conscription tax amounted, in Świdziński’s opinion, to abuse of power.
Contrary to his proposition, which would also help the government to achieve its
goal, that was to have Jews contribute financially, and not in person, to the national
defense, but on different principles. Świdziński reminded that setting a new army,
20,000 men strong, was at stake, with 2,000 soldiers to owe their equipment to
Jewish contribution. Hence his postulate that one to ten recruits would be replaced
by a volunteer. His estimate of the cost of a single replacement was 2,000 zlotys,
making for the total of 4 millions zlotys for the Jews to contribute to set up all
replacements. The treasury would be restocked, and 2,000 volunteers would have
their future provided for with a fund of 2,000 zlotys each to be received after
the war. Furthermore, Świdziński continued, Israelites could imburse the profit
of the entire sum, namely 200,000 zlotys to give every volunteer a 100 zlotys
incentive. “This way we would not increase the number of the recruits the
population would be compelled to provide, while the volunteers would not need to
worry about their future” 52, the speaker concluded.
The deputies did not appreciate the postulates of Świdziński. Śląski,
Świrski, Mazurkiewicz, Szaniecki and Zwierkowski decided to respond. Their
foremost objection concerned the fact that there was no decree on the recruitment
of a new army of 20,000 soldiers, but the idea to set up a separate fund was also
censured as detrimental to the national property as a whole. 53
Upon the decision of the Chamber to accept the proposal in the form
submitted by the committee, a brief debate was initiated on the contents of
particular articles.
50
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The House of Senator s and the Hou se of R epre sentatives, at
the National Go v ernm ent’s motion and upon hearing the opinion
of the com mitte es, bearing in mind that the agreement with the
Jewish people in the Polish Kingdom concerning the tax for the
exemption from personal military service, con clud ed in 1817,
involved resolutions passed without proper Seym procedures, to the
degree unprovided for even in the de cree of Janua ry 7, 1817; thus
considering also that the amount of the tax is not adequate to the
increased num ber of the national military force, h ave re solved a s
follo ws:
Art. 1. The agreement with the Jewish people concerning the
exemption from personal military service as concluded on August 6, 1817,
together with the decision of the King’s governor of December 6 the same
year, concerning the amount of conscription tax collected from the Jewish
inhabitants of Warsaw, are hereby repealed.
Art. 2. The Jewish people in the Polish Kingdom is to be exempt from
personal military service throughout the year 1831.
Art. 3. In place of the personal military service the aforesaid people are to
pay for the year 1831 compensatory tax equivalent to four early amounts of
conscription tax collected formerly. Moreover, imbursement of this tax shall not
relieve the Jews from contributing, along with other classes of inhabitants, to the setting of
an army by the precept of the law passed by the Seym on May 20, 1831.
Art. 4. The collection of the tax, unless a regular military service
discharges the volunteer with his wife and children, will proceed as
beforehand.
Art. 5. The enactment of the present resolution rests with the National
Government.54
The open vote was then taken. The following assessors were appointed:
Plichta, Augustowski, Klimontowicz, and Niesiolowski. To vote for required
saying: affirtive, against: negative. The result was 59 for, to 8 against. 55
A heated public debate over the Jewish question flared up also in the press,
demonstrating sharply the drastic differences of opinion on this urgent social matter.
Without going into details of the press polemics, I found it worthwhile to quote some
Jewish voices critical of the government proposal. At the time the debate was going on in the
Seym, there were some references to the state of affairs in France, Holland, Great Britain,
North America, where Jews attained higher cultural standard thanks to their full
emancipation. The columnists reminded their readers that Jews were already participating in
the defense of their country. During recent events in France, Modena, and Germany Jews
proved that “they cherish the love of their homeland, that they are not deaf to its appeal, and
that they can act, if need arises, and if their Christian neighbors let them call the land of their
birth their own homeland, too”.
Various arguments of moral and political nature were also summoned up in the
debate. No nation, it was argued, can reclaim its political sovereignty, unless “it sets to
crush the bonds of injustice and prejudice”. Hence the urgent need to combine the fight for
independence with granting equal rights to all inhabitants. The government should call Jews
up to serve in the regular army, but also “make them equal in privileges to other religions in
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our country..., and it will be for the entire world to see how wrong they were to denounce
Polish Jews with contempt and contrary to the spirit of our age”.
The beginnings of the uprising were recalled in many publications, with the then
appeals to the authorities to let Jews participate in the “fight for our common political
autonomy, as well as for the liberties and privileges of free men”. It was believed then,
that the government, Seym, and public opinion would welcome Jews as brothers.
Why, asked a journalist, Germans, Frenchmen, Tatars, and Circassians were allowed
to serve in the army despite the fact that they did not recognize Poland as their
homeland? The writers declared that almost entire Jewish youth was spoiling for
education in order to become useful segment of the society, to be included in the ranks of
citizens and defenders of the law and freedom in the country. The minister’s of war
opinion on the Jewish lack of valor was considered unjust and derogatory. Anyway, the
authors argued, how could Jews display their bravery, “when they were never admitted to
the national ranks as ordinary Polish soldiers”.
And yet another point was made. Passing the law on the conscription tax the
Seym ignored the European public opinion. It would pronounce a verdict on the nation
who in their striving for independence left out a group of 400,000 people living in their
country without any civil rights at the moment when it could have “by one word spoken,
elevated them to the dignity of man and include many a brave defenders among their
heroic ranks and good citizens.”56
Given the discouraging stance of the government officials, of the
parliamentary majority, and the gentry-based public opinion, on the emancipation of
Jews, the latter could have hardly be enthusiastic about joining the insurrection forces.
According to contemporary sources many Jews served in the 4th regiment, and some
Kalisz and Mazury squads were predominantly Jewish, with many soldiers promoted to
officer’s ranks. Quite a number were employed in the medical service. It has been
established that in 1831 there were 43 Jewish doctors, assistant doctors, surgeon, and
paramedics, who served in the fighting forces, in field hospitals, and ambulances in
various towns. Many were awarded, and three with Virtuti Militari medals. Besides
Jewish communities provided the insurgents with armaments, gear, uniforms, and funds.
Several announcements to the Jewish populations were published during the uprising.57
Yet even relatively limited Jewish participation in the uprising indicated their ties
with the nation, their civil consciousness, and their striving to join the patriotic effort to
bring down the foreign rule. For the Jewish society, for young Polonized Jews in particular,
the May law of the Seym was a bitter disappointment.58
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